SAFETY // HELPFUL TIPS

Now that the cover is
bunched by the pistol grip it is
time to turn right-side out.

Curl the smaller end
under to begin gripping
the rubber to the stock.

- This is a sewn product, some loose threads can be expected. Do not pull,
simply cut with scissors at base of thread to remove and keep seam intact.

- Do not install cover if an oil has recently been used on gunstock.

- To ensure maximum product life and proper gun care, remove if subjected
to moisture. Wipe off gunstock with dry towel and allow neoprene to dry
completely before reinstalling.

- ALWAYS MAKE SURE GUN IS UNLOADED AND SAFETY IS ON
- NEVER POINT GUN AT YOURSELF OR ANYONE ELSE

HAPPY SHOOTING!

You may need to
re-adjust cover for
perfect fit.

Using both hands begin to
“roll” the cover back until fully
right-side out.

With the seam on the bottom, pull the smaller opening over the
barrel and continue pulling (and stretching where help is needed) until
the cover is gathered by the pistol grip. Proceed to step 5.

GUNS WITHOUT SCOPES GO TO STEP 2, THEN SKIP TO STEP 5
GUNS WITH SCOPES GO TO STEPS 3

The neoprene is rubber backed, which helps keep the cover in place.
To install, turn the cover completely inside out so the rubber is facing out.

RUBBER

www.beartoothproducts.com

Once the cover is mostly
pulled on (still inside out), you
will need to “stretch” the small
opening over the butt plate
(this is the hardest step). Then
continue pulling until the cover
is gathered by the pistol grip.

To see the full line of Beartooth accessories, visit us at

Pull the large opening over
the butt plate first and begin to
pull down towards pistol grip.
The seam should be on bottom
of stock (careful to help over the
swivel stud to prevent snagging).

